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In recent years, HCI has been concerned with
supporting memory processes through digital
mementos. Still, relatively little work has been done on
the design of interactive and mobile image viewers to
support “reconstructing” meaningful memories. To
explore novel perspectives on digital images, we
provided eight participants with five different viewing
tools and invited them to look at both conventional
photos and at “duographs” (duography is a recent and
experimental type of “two-sided” photography for
capturing inspiring and meaningful pictures with mobile
phones). Drawing on interviews and surveys, we found
that participants were divided into two user groups
during the interviews in the lab: “pragmatics” and
“romantics”. While the first group appreciated features
supporting efficiency, the latter was interested in
playful and explorative affordances. In this paper, we
present our study and discuss preliminary findings.
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Introduction

they unite both motif (front camera) and the
photographer (back camera) within one picture
(duograph). Figuratively, this procedure results in a
“two-sided photo”, that is, a photo that can be flipped
back and forth between both perspectives. Popular
applications, for example FrontBack1, implemented
duographs by merging front and back photo into one
image, displaying both pictures next to each other. In
this paper we too use this mode of display, but we also
provided duographs as a flip animation.

In recent years, HCI has conducted vibrant research
into the area of “digital remembering” and investigated
how interactive technology can enhance conventional
keepsakes and mementos. This work was motivated by
the affordance of digital technology to create and keep
novel kinds of souvenirs that preserve memories of the
things and moments that are most precious to us. In
such remembering technologies, conventional digital
photography often played a leading role [10], but
researchers also explored novel and experimental
forms of photography and interactive technologies.

Duographs are located in the wider realm of HCI’s
efforts in supporting remembering and capturing
interesting memory retrieval cues. A classic related
software prototype is Audiophotography [5], where
digital photos were combined with accompanying
snippets of audio recordings. In addition to taking
interesting recordings, digital imaging technology also
allows previously unconceivable new ways for
displaying photos. While not too long ago revisiting
photos mainly involved print-outs, photo albums, and
photo projectors, digital imaging technology offers a
number of new alternatives for viewing and sharing
photos [10]. O’Hara et al. [10] emphasized that
different photo presentation modalities along with their
specific materiality (e.g., photo frames fixed to a wall,
photo albums, photo slideshows on a computer) can
lead to different ‘social responses’ when dealing with
the photos. Van House [11] and Frohlich et al. [4]
found that revisiting photos by means of a conventional
computer display was not always perceived as “a
comfortable viewing site” [11, p.1080] due to matters
of location, screen size and space restrictions with
regard to multiple people attempting to group around

The present work-in-progress paper connects to this
research by exploring novel perspectives on digital
images by drawing on photography and duography [68]. Duographs, as introduced in the next section, are
digital “two-sided” photos that can be flipped around
and therefore facilitate a potentially interesting
interplay between front and back image. Specifically,
the purpose of this paper is to investigate the design of
viewer tools for duographs, which hasn’t been
researched before, to the best of our knowledge. (At
the same time, the work on hand contributes to
understanding the design of photo viewers in more
general as duographs depict a compound of two
individual photos.) The work in this paper can be
regarded as preparatory work for informing the design
of technology for digital remembering using images.

Related Work
Figure 1: Participant looking
at duographs using the
Desktop viewer DuoDesktop
(top) and physical printouts
(bottom).

Duographs (short: “duos”) are “two-sided” photos
captured by mobile phones with two cameras, one
facing to the front and the other one facing to the back
[6]. Since both cameras are triggered simultaneously,
duographs are potentially very interesting mementos as
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the screen. To address such shortcomings, Lucero,
Holopainen, and Jokela [9] created a distributed smart
phone app which allowed the users to connect their
individual displays together to create a larger
compound screen. Using gestures, photos could be
shared and displayed collaboratively across the
‘patchwork’ screen. There are numerous additional
related studies that we cannot mention at this point
due to space restrictions.

Table 1: Participant
overview. In our lab,
participants tended to
describe either practical
or more sentimental user
needs during the
interviews. We
acknowledge that in
different situations (e.g.
at home) the users might
have other or additional
requirements. Still, for
the organization of this
paper and the report of
the results, we classified
the participants into two
groups. While, the
“pragmatic” participants
had a focus on usability
etc., the “romantic”
participants were
interested in sentimental
values when testing the
different applications.

To add to the design space and to specifically address
duography, we designed five different prototype
duograph/photo viewers (see Table 2 for an overview),
gave them to eight participants (e.g., Figure 1 top
shows one of the participants using a Desktop viewer
app; Figure 2 shows a tangible duography viewer that
we created for the study; Table 1 provides an overview
of all participants), interviewed them and provided
them with questionnaires. We wanted to understand
what characteristics they would attribute to the
different viewers to use this knowledge for informing
the design of useful and elaborated duography viewers
(or photo viewers in general) in future work.
Setup and Data Analysis
The research endeavour described in this paper was set
up as an exploratory study since little is known about
how to revisit duographs. Hence, the overarching
research question was how we should design viewer
tools for duography so that users can make best use of
the two interlinked images or memory cues that they
afford. At the same time, we aimed at gathering
additional insights about how designers can create
engaging viewer tools for digital photography in
general. Accordingly, the research strategy was to
expose a smaller number of participants to a selection

Figure 2: DuoDevice prototype for displaying “twosided” photos or duographs. As illustrated, the device
features two digital screens and can therefore be flipped
around between front- and backside of the duograph.
of different tools for revisiting images that all represent
different affordances, properties or design strategies.
Thus, we recruited eight participants (mean age = 31.4
years; gender balanced; see Table 1 for an overview)
via our extended social network. They collected twosided photos for three weeks using a duography
application we created for Android. The only purpose of
this app was to create duographs and therefore its
interface and functionality was limited to a minimum.
At button-touch both front and back cameras were
triggered, resulting in the “two-sided” photo (see Figure
3 for an exemplary duography captured with the app).
Device name

Platform

A) DuoDesktop

PC

B) DuoDevice

Handheld

√

C) DuoWebApp

PC/Mobile

√

D) DuoMobile

Mobile

E) DuoPaper

Paper print

Side:side

Flip

√

√
√

√

Table 2: Different options for viewing duographs
and corresponding modes of presentation (side-byside presentation or flip action between front- and
backside)

Reviewing the duographs on the mobile phone was not
supported to avoid potential biases in the participants’
responses during the interview study. For their effort,
the participants received no financial compensation.

Figure 3: Exemplary
duograph by P8 showing the
view out of a subway (front
image; left) and the
photographer (back image;
right).

Figure 4: DuoWebApp:
Clicking the duograph will flip
it to the opposite side.

After this 3 weeks period, they gave us their personal
duographs for a pre-analysis, and we scheduled
appointments for interviews. The interviews were semistructured and included a user narrative component,
where different duography-viewers were offered to the
participants for looking at their own two-sided photos
and at a smaller number of duographs by other people
(see next subsection for a description of the duography
viewers). Interviews were audio-recorded and in
addition taped on video (except for 3 participants, who
preferred not to be filmed).
The collected data, both the duographs of the
participants and the recorded interview sessions, were
analysed using a mix of qualitative and quantitative
methods. The main methodology for this paper is
qualitative, employing a thematic analysis approach [2]
to study the content of the interviews and of the
participants’ duographs. That is, we transcribed the
interviews, acquainted ourselves with the data and
initiated an iterative process of coding, which
eventually allowed a set of salient patterns or themes
in our data to emerge. Please note, that the analysis of
the content of the photos/duographs and the feedback
on how the participants experienced capturing

duographs is out of scope for this paper. Here, we are
interested in how participants revisit their own
duographs and not in what was captured.
The qualitative material from the thematic analysis is
complemented by the quantitative descriptive statistics
of a questionnaire we handed to the participants to
complete their test session after the interviews.
The questionnaire comprised two groups of items to be
rated on a 5-point Likert scale: statements (Figure 6)
and viewer attributes (Figure 7). The motivation of
evaluating this survey was to get an idea of the
participants’ ratings of a number of qualities, which
characterize the different duography-viewers (or not).
These attributes and statements were defined on the
basis of discussions with colleagues and constitute a
limited/predefined selection of adjectives and
statements to describe how the participants judge the
qualities and affordances of different viewing options.

Different Duography Viewers
As already mentioned, we provided the participants
with five different devices (Table 2 A-E) or options for
viewing their duographs. All of them were created by us
for this research. Each device was successively used
during the interview session (user narrative), and there
were no time constraints. We go on to briefly outline
the devices’ features and main design rationale.

Figure 5: DuoMobile for
Android devices. Touching
the picture will flip the
duograph and reveal the
opposite side. Blue arrows
and slider (at the bottom)
can be used for switching to
the other duographs.

A) DuoDesktop (see Figure 1 top) is an application
developed for Mac, which shows a duograph’s front and
back side next to each other. Both sides can be
presented simultaneously, or hidden independently. It
was designed as a convenient option for reviewing
duographs on a Desktop machine. B) DuoDevice (see
Figure 2) is a device designed specifically for viewing
duographs. It consists of two screens, which are
installed back-to-back and are dedicated to the
front/back side of the duo. Swiping either side will
display the next duograph. Its main rationale is to
decouple viewing duographs from the Desktop machine
or office space and to integrate digital mementos better
into the fabric of the home and everyday life (cf. the
work of Banks [1]). C) DuoWebapp (see Figure 4) is a
freely available web service for viewing duographs. This
web app can be considered as a virtual analogue to the
DuoDevice as it mimics a physical duograph by a flipanimation when clicking the image. DuoWebapp
presents duographs in the context of modern web apps
where images can be viewed and shared online (note:
we did not investigate duography sharing in this
research in detail; this was out of the scope of this
paper). D) DuoMobile (see Figure 5) is a mobile
phone app for Android, which allows the capturing and
viewing (and sharing) duographs. Duographs can be
reviewed using a flip animation very similar to that of
DuoWebapp. DuoMobile brings the convenience and
availability of the ubiquitous mobile phone, but
naturally the screen size is limited in contrast to the
previous applications or devices. E) The last option we
created for duography display was traditional photo
printouts (the front and back side printed back-to-back
so that the prints could be turned around to reveal
complementary perspectives; see Figure 1 bottom). We
decided to provide a conventional medium for photo

display to have an interesting contrast to novel
information technology and to see whether this
additional option would provoke interesting reactions.

Results
To present the findings, we organize the results section
into two parts. We begin with providing descriptive
statistics from the questionnaire and then move on to
complementing themes from the qualitative
interview/hands-on sessions.
Questionnaire
From the questionnaire as well as the interview
sessions we learnt that all participants enjoyed both
photography and duography. This reassures that we
sampled appropriated users, and this was also reflected
by the ratings of statements S1 and S2 (see Figure 6).
S7 (“enjoying photos of others”) was the statement
with the lowest scores; a known phenomenon that was
documented in the literature before [3]. Interestingly,
the participants rated enjoying looking at other people’s
duographs (S6) higher than enjoying other people’s
photos (S7). The ratings were also reflected by the
feedback/user narrative of the participants during the
interview sessions (see next parapraph). A detailed list
of the first item group (statements) is displayed in
Figure 6. We also evaluated the second item group, the
attributes or qualities of the different viewers, and
rendered them into Figure 7. As evident from this
illustration, different viewers were attributed with
different qualities. For example, the Desktop viewer
was considered as being quite practical, but in relation
to the other viewers, it scored lower in attributes like
reminiscent, sociable, or aesthetical. We go on to detail
these insights in the next section where we also unpack
more feedback from the interviews.

S1: I like digital photography and I enjoy
capturing photos. (avg=5.00; std=0)
S2: I like duography and I enjoy
capturing duographs. (avg=4.88;
std=0.33)
S3: I prefer duographs over photos if the
effort of capture is the same. (avg=3.88;
std=1.27)
S4: I enjoy reviewing my duographs.
(avg=4.75; std=0.66)
S5: I enjoy reviewing my photos.
(avg=5.00; std=0)
S6: I enjoy reviewing other people’s
duographs. (avg=4.5; std=0.5)
S7: I enjoy reviewing other people’s
photos. (avg=3.88; std=0.78)
S8: I enjoy co-located sharing of
duographs. (avg=5.00; std=0)
S9: I enjoy co-located sharing of photos.
(avg=4.88; std=0.33)
S10: I am interested in sharing
duographs over a distance. (avg=4.63;
std=0.70)
S11: I am interested in sharing photos
over a distance. (avg=4.63; std=0.48)
S12: In general, to me reviewing
duographs is more interesting than
reviewing photos. (avg=4.25; std=1.10)
S13: I am interest in original/creative
photography play etc. (avg=4.13;
std=1.05)

Figure 6: Statements 1-13
of the questionnaire.

Interviews during image viewer sessions
During the interviews it became clear that our sample
was comprised of participants with different needs.
More precisely, the thematic analysis revealed common
patterns across the collected data, which in particular
divided the participants (P) into two groups: the
“pragmatics” and the “romantics” (as displayed in Table
1). The first group (P1-P4) was characterised by
dealing with their duographs and digital mementos in a
rather ‘unemotional’ way, the latter group (P5-P8) was
much more playful, nostalgic and open to
experimentation. Naturally, the boundary between both
groups was blurred and the behaviour of the
participants was not prototypical for their
corresponding group in all cases. P2, for example, gave
at time ambivalent feedback, oscillating between
pragmatic and romantic viewpoints. Finally, after some
discussions, we classified him as being a “pragmatic”.
Still, the remaining participants showed a rather strong
tendency to either the “pragmatics” or “romantics”. P3,
for example, stated: “I like the Desktop viewer,
because I don’t have to buy a new device, and having
both images [front- and backside] next to each other is
a quite clear thing to me”. P5, on the contrary, said:
“This device [DuoDevice] is pretty cool, because the
weight makes the images meaningful, and I can turn it
around and get nice surprises”. The first exemplary
quote by P3 illustrates that not having an extra device,
but being able to reuse existing hardware with a tidy
software was in general very important to the
“pragmatics”. The “romantics” on the other hand,
appreciated having a dedicated device (not just a
smartphone) with tangible qualities, which put them
into “memory mode” (P6), and also the flip-gesture (or
animation in the software versions) was an important

part of their experience. We go on to describe the most
salient observations we made grouped by viewers.
DuoDesktop was among the favourite choices of the
more pragmatic users, as not having to invest into
hardware or storage room was important to them. As
this software was made for conventional PCs, it met
these demands. In addition, it featured a clean
interface, enabling them to investigate the details of
front and back image next to each other. Indeed, the
“pragmatic” user seemed to demand a photo tool with
the appeal and utility of conventional working software
like, for example, any of the MS Office products. This
functional character was also reflected in the ratings of
DuoDesktop (cf. Figure 7).
DuoDevice: Flipping was judged as a central element in
co-located story telling in the account of some of the
participants, and DuoDevice was designed precisely to
afford this kind of interaction (“I like building up a story
and then flipping the picture to show the other end.
This is exciting”; P6). Then again, the current
DuoDevice prototype was described as rather heavy
(about 720 g). P6 considered that possessing “a very
clever smartphone app [for viewing duographs] could
maybe replace the need for an extra device, if it was
programmed really well”. For these reasons, DuoDevice
was rated a fun and aesthetical application, but also
complicated and not very functional (cf. Figure 7).
Nevertheless, to the “romantic” users it was very
important to hold a dedicated and “real thing” (P7) that
could physically be turned around.
DuoWebapp was rated as a very uncomplicated
software (cf. Figure 7), because it neither demanded to
install software nor to purchase an extra device. P4

mentioned that “it almost feel[t] like the Desktop app
[DuoDesktop] besides the flip animation”. This
animation was the reason why its functionality was
rated lower compared to DuoDesktop, and accordingly
attributes like reminiscent, sociable, aesthetical,
exciting, fun scored higher.

Figure 7: “Heat map”
visualization of participant
responses or judgments
about different attributes for
different modes of display
(average ratings across the
participants).
1 = totally disagree … 5 =
totally agree.
Labels:
A) DuoDesktop
B) DuoDevice
C) DuoWebapp
D) DuoMobile
E) Paper (DuoPaper).

DuoMobile: The look and feel of DuoWebapp was
similar to DuoMobile besides the form factor (PC vs.
mobile phone). Accordingly, DuoMobile also received
high scores for attributes like sociable, fun, etc. (cf.,
Figure 7). It was experienced as very uncomplicated
while at the same time as being functional. P2
explained this with the following words: “It is practical
or functional, because it’s on my phone. And I carry
this device with me anyway. If I want to show pictures
to a friend, I’ll have it in my pocket.”
DuoPaper: Conventional photo-printouts were highly
appreciated by our participants, and they acknowledged
the high amount of effort or costs that it takes for
creating them. Therefore, they were attributed with
very positive characteristics, while at the same time
they were described as not being practicable or timely.
Sharing Duographs: We also invited the participants to
use DuoWebapp and DuoMobile for Android to provide
them with ‘a teaser’ of the experience of sharing
duographs over a distance (both applications supported
sharing duographs). From the interviews and the high
ratings of S10 (see Figure 6) we learnt that the
participants in general thought duography to be very
appropriate for online sharing (“It [duography] is made
for sharing, since it always also sends a personal
greeting from the author [i.e., a portrait/selfie of her],
in contrast to photography”, P7). Co-located sharing

was a very popular feature of both photographs (S9)
and even more so duographs (S8).

Discussion and Future Work
In our study, we found our participants calling for
“pragmatic” as well as “romantic”/nostalgic support in
revisiting their duographs. Interestingly, the
participants were also interested in viewing other
people’s duographs (not just their own), which is
generally not so much the case in conventional photos
[3]. Additionally and somewhat relatedly, duography
was valued for its potential in supporting co-located
(and over a distance) story telling. This might have to
do with the way in which memory cues in front and
back photo are brought together and mutually build up
a story.
Hence, with respect to our research question of how to
best design viewer tools, we suggest to focus on the
two opposite poles of design for usability and design for
sentimental experiences. In addition, it seems
promising to further explore applications and
infrastructures for sharing duographs as this might be a
very promising approach to digital reminiscing with
visual mementos.
As stated above, we observed participants that had
primarily “pragmatic” or “romantic”/sentimental needs,
and therefore we classified them into two separate
groups. We however acknowledge that in different
contexts, for example while being at home as opposed
to being in the lab, the same participants might have
very different needs. Moreover, there were overlaps
between both user groups. While the “pragmatics”
appeared as being not very ‘sentimental’ at the first
glance, they nevertheless had a desire for reminisce

using photos/duographs. They just didn’t display it as
obviously as the “romantics”, and they were less
prepared for experimentations. Still, they were open for
duography, this novel form of “two-sided” photography.
When revisiting duographs, they rather wanted to have
both sides visible at the same time, displayed next to
each other (or at least have this option available), to be
able to “rationally” relate front and back to each other.
Flipping the duography around, on the other hand,
often resulted in amusement and surprises. This led to
more playful, surprising, and unconventional photo
interactions (most appreciated by the “romantics”).
There was also stronger support for the idea of having
dedicated and tangible devices for revisiting duographs
or photos. These devices, so the participants argued,
can literally be flipped around and also their weight can
be felt and make this activity more meaningful. Hence,
this was perceived to be settled somehow closer to the
conventional and widely appreciated physical printouts.
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